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nany organi zation agree with supply of 
this kind of milk.

This perform is exactly an cerious 
threat for health and security of suppli-
ers and will causes many diseases.

  SPACE 2013: a record-beating show
In this issue of DAMPARVARAN mag-

azine you will read a report, regarding 
SPACE exhibition which held in RENNES 
(FRANC).

The 27th SPACE held from 10 to 13 Sep-
tember 2013 in Rennes beat all attendance 
records for the number of visitors, in par-
ticular foreign visitors, number of exhibi-

tors, size of the exhibition area and number of new products presented. 
There were 114,591 visitors (6% more than in 2012, beating the 2003 

record) including 12,298 foreign visitors (+12%) from 110 countries. 
This increase in the number of visitors and the large area covered by stands 
(67,000 m² net exhibition area) helped to promote ideal conditions for 
trade and business discussions. 

The significant increase in the number of foreign visitors illustrates 
the position of SPACE as one of the leading animal production shows in 
the world. This increase, marked by a large number of visitors from Asia 
(China, Vietnam, etc.) and West Africa, met the expectations of exhibitors 
for whom exports are the key to increasing sales and long-term stability. 
The large number of countries who sent representatives, the large number 
of foreign journalists (73) and the number of policy makers within these 
visiting delegations demonstrate that SPACE is representative of the ani-
mal production sector and a world-wide crossroads. 
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Abroad farmlanss project
In this article, editorial in chief of “Damparvran” 

analyses farming in other, courtries.
The speaker – man of state has declared that we have 

approved a positive  applicable rule about farming in 
abroud farmlands. This announcement has obligated to 
jihad-e-agriculture.

Mansoor Ansari editorial in chief of “Damparvaran” 
writes: As we are facing with shortage of water in our 
country, so this suggestion is a very useful solution for underground water 
preservation.

Damparvaran has translated and published a related topic in 1988 anc-
cording to

“Agrifuture magazine”. In this methode a country will buy or rent abroad 
farmlands, and then after cultivation, will import agricultural products to 
its own country.

effects of Iran`s agriculture on national piece and security
Researching center of majlis announced 

that: “There is no sign of our agriculture and 
natural sources in national statistics.

“Besides, announced figures related to this 
sectors in national productions is lower than 
the real figures. The abitity of our agricul-
ture and natural sources are not appropriatly 
used.

Criticizing usage of wholsale (un – pustorized) milk
In this topic auther of “Damparvaran” is seriously objecting husband-

ries unity`s suggestion for using un-pustoriezed and un- Hemogenized 
milk.

The outher writes why and how the unity of husbandry has made veteri-
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